The 50 Shades of (Differentiated) Coaching

An in-depth look at coaching, diversely broken down in order to tailor coaching practices to meet the needs of each educator.

Coach as Useful Resource Types
- ISTJ: By an experienced coach who has used the methods
- ISTP: By a pragmatic and experience-based yet witty coach
- ESTJ: By an experienced, prepared, and competent coach
- ESTP: By a talkative, flexible, practical, and entertaining coach

Coach as Encouraging Sage Types
- ISFJ: By a practical, organized, and supportive coach
- ISFP: By a warm and supportive coach who can model
- ESFJ: By a personable and supportive coach
- ESFP: By a coach/friend who offers praise and encouragement

Coach as Collegial Mentor Types
- ENFJ: By a friendly and inspiring coach
- ENFP: By a humorous, inventive, and sincere coach/friend
- INTJ: By a serious, competent, and intellectually equal coach
- INFP: By an empathetic and collegial coach

Coach as Expert Types
- ENTJ: By a challenging and exciting coach
- ENTP: By an inventive, energetic, and intelligent coach
- INTJ: By a logical, tough, and competent coach who invites skepticism
- INTP: By a logical, tough, and competent coach who invites skepticism

Learn more about Differentiated Coaching at www.corwin.com